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to our
readers
The U.W.O. Medical Journal
has a new editorial team of coeditors, RA. Zimmer and Katherine Elsworthy, both ofMeds ' 87.
We are providing our readers with
a total of four issues this year.
The outlook of the J oumal this
year will be more that of a health
news magazine than that of a research journal We wish to combine a student-oriented approach
with continuing involvement from
faculty members.
Scientific articles will not be excluded but their structure will be
less formalized and more readable. Articles can be submitted by
anyone involved in local health
research, and are welcome.
The ground breaking of last
year's J oumal will not be forgotten, either. Student news will be
emphasized, especially in this and
the third issue, following orientation and Tachycardia, respectively.
We hope to introduce a few new
items to the journal An Opinion
File will be present as a forum for
the expression of views on healthrelated topics. Letters may be submitted c/o Dean of Medicine
Office, U.W.O., before the deadline of an issue. Specifications for
such letters are slated at the end of
the Opinion File section.
We will also be featuring profiles
of prominent local physicians and
other health care professionals. In
this issue, we are showcasing Dr.
Charles Drake, he world renowned neurosurgeon.

Next issue will include, among
other things, news from the class
presidents of Meds '85 to '88.
Members of the London Medical
Historical Society will have articles on famous people in Medicine,
as well
Your contributions:
- articles
- cartoons/ graphics
- photos
- and comments/opinions
are most welcome and indeed
necessary for this to be an entertaining and informative "joumaf'.
All submissions to the Journal
must be typewritten (doublespaced) using a 60-character
(stroke) line. If you need help with
the article, please contact the
Journal office.
This, the first edition, is by no
means the standard for the year.
We were eager to get one out
before December. Therefore, we
present you with this little offering
of, what we hope will get better
and better.
It's now 4:30 in the morning, so
it' s time to say, " Goodnight'', and
have an enjoyable year, 1984-85!
Katherine Elsworthy and
Rudy Zimmer
Co-editors

Mens Wear

L1mited

London's Foremost Clothier
Since 1898
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Quality, Service and Value
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GREAT
BEGINNINGS
by Lila Georgevich
Meds'88
The class of' 88 is off to an ausp~
cious start We' ve suffered no
casualties in the frrst month, and
with the glowing picture of things
to come painted by Meds '87, our
expectations are soaring. Orientation was funny and informative,
and served to relieve some of the
anxieties we had been accumulating since we discovered what
was in store for us earlier in the
summer.
Orientation gently eased us into
the medical school community
while at the same time preparing
us for what we could expect once
classes and studying had started in
earnest Various faculty members
welcomed us to medical schoo~
told us how to study, how not to
generally
study,
and just
how to survive. The skits presented by Meds '87 were hilarious
and reassured us that we were
joining forces with some funny if
slightly deviant characters. The
males in Meds '88 were elated to
discover that they would never be
ugly again and would be pursued
by nubile women for the rest of
their lives. Their elation was shortlived when Dr. Silcox revealed
the true sex secrets of doctors as
sex objects. Our introduction to
emergency medicine made us
realize that we' d be watching St
Elsewhere from a different point
of view from now on Although the
Fanshawe picnic was not held in
orientation week, we were still
orienting ourselves when it was
held during the following week.
The majority of the first year class
turned out, displaying a great
amount of enthusiasm and hunger.
Meds '88 put up a valiant effort in
the boat race, but victory was
snatched from them at the last
minute by the conniving Meds
'87.
On a more serious note, preceptor day was a good introduction to
the clinical aspect of medicine,
and gave us a peek at what we can
anticipate four years from now.
The class of'88 felt that Meds '87
gave us a warm and friendly
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Whose great great grandfather?

Where are my balls... my beachballs?

Beware the party crashers!

welcome while sparing us the embarrassing rituals usually associated with initiation The second
year class deserves a vote of
thanks for all their efforts.
Thanksgiving is a turning point
for us. We' ve realized ifs too late
to tum back now, and the full
impact of whaf s ahead has hit us.
Knowing that 105 other people
are grappling with the same problems and wading through the
same amount of work that you are
seems to create an instant camaraderie. The fact that our class is
drawn from such a broad spectrum makes this camaraderie
more interesting. Educational
backgrounds range from PhDs to
one year of university study. Students have come from western and
eastern Canada, northern Ontario,
and of course southern Ontario.
One student was even lured from a
job in distant Africa Some people
are married and some have
children, while the majority of
students are single. In the month
we' ve had to get to know one another, we have discovered some
peculiarities among our classmates. One student has an insatiable obsession with the pancreas which surfaces every so
often in various lectures. One pro(
who shall remain nameless, has
labelled this obsession " kinky".
Other members of the class think
this is not so kinky and have
named their football team the
" Pancreatic Secretions" . It is also
rumoured that another class member has an extreme fear of caraway seeds. This should make for
interesting discussion in the psychiatry section of Neuroscience
and Mind! Despite various idiosyncracies and oddities shown by
our class, we' re a very enthusiastic
group. Every office on the executive council was filled and there
were as many as three people run
ning for a seat in many of tht :
positions. Merrymakers have aJ.
ready started throwing around
ideas for Tachycardia, some of
which would make a sailor blush
After a month of classes and the
occasional cursory glance through
some textbooks, the initial euphoria we all experienced has finally

worn off We' ve had some time to
fonn impressions of our courses,
professors, workload, and prospects for a social life, slim though
they may be. Dr. Donisch' s first
lecture in Biochemistry on heraphrodism was extremely interesting but left us wondering if we
were really male or females underneath it all Most people found
Biochemistry a little overwhelming at first, but felt they could get
a good grasp of the subject given a
couple of years. Biophysics always seems crystal clear during
the lectures, and the applications
seem to make sense. However, at
home reading over the notes, you
begin to wonder if you were even
at the class that day. Why is it that
the professor's conception of common sense is your conception of
genius?
By now we' ve realized that
anatomy is going to play a large
part in our waking hours and &ut
into our sleeping hours. Although
we haven' t yet studied the muscles
of the hand, we do know that they

are all getting a good workout during anatomy lecture. Eat your
heart outJane Fonda! Among the
many anxieties of the first week,
one stood out as the first lecture in
anatomy approached Many students wondered how they'd react
during their first encounter with
their" lab partner'' in the anatomy
lab. We were all admirably stoic
and eventually our intellectual
curiosity overcame our worries.
rm sure one of the first questions
people got from family and friends
was, " Did you see them yef?"
Physiology appears to be another course destined to keep us
up at night The size of the textbook is directly proportional to
the amount of fear it causes and
the amount of work required The
assortment of profs teaching and
the course keeps us on our toes.
Clinical Methods seems like the
light at the end of the tunnel Set}ing patients reminds us that there
is a purpose behind the hours of
lectures. Medicine and Society
has given us an introduction to first

aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and will also afford us
more exposure to the human elt}ment in medicine.
Integrative Biology unlocks the
secrets of medical genetics for us.
Although the profs probably think
they have 106 mutants on their
hands early Friday morning,
we' re attentive mutants :w~we do
appreciate the presentation of real
life examples that complement the
genetic theory.
Histology has provided us with a
lot of exposure to microscopes
and will probably provide opthalmologically minded classmates
with a steady flow of patients. It
was a great disappointment to discover that knowing whether a
structure was stained pink or purple was not the definitive test for
identification.
A couple of teaching aids that we
first year students have come to
fear are the slide projector and the
overhead When the projector
goes on and the lights go off, it
doesn' t seem to matter how much
sleep or coffee you' ve had in the

last twenty-four hours-the old
reticular system shuts down. We
usually emerge from these lectures well rested and none the
wiser.
Electives are somewhat like
Clinical Methods in that they prt}sent a side of medical school other
than classes. Most people have
selected and arranged their electives. Reactions have been positive so far. Students are amazed
that they get a frrst hand view of
what goes on in the hospital,
family office, or laboratory, and
doctors have been willing to patiently explain what they are doing
and why.
Sometimes one wonders about
the sanity of medical school aspirants. They work like mad to put
themselves in a situation where
they are going to have to work
even harder. During orientation,
we were well warned of the work
to expect, warned again, and
warned once more. By the end of
orientation, suspense and tension
were running high. The only thing
that could put us out of our misery

UPPER PHOTOS of MEDS '86
by R.A.Z.
WWER PHOTOS of MEDS '87
by Marek S.
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MEDS '87 PRESIDENT, ROB SALES...
and the tradition continues!

was to begin classes and experience the workload for ourselves
first hand The predictions of faculty and Meds '87 proved true in
the first week. It took us two hours
every night to sort, punch, and staple the reems of handouts we
received every day before we
could even get to our courses.
They never told us that owning a
three ring punch was a prerequisite for medical school
Some students took advantage of
the frrst two or three weeks to
squeeze all they could out of summer vacation while others attacked their texts with the enthusiasm
of an Olympic athlete. With midterms rapidly looming up at the
end of October, most people have
settled into regular studying, and if
they haven't, panic is setting in
But so far, life does not seem to be
all studying for Meds '88. We
have followed the advice of faculty
and students not to overlook recreation whether or not we have the
time for it Already men's tough
football and girl's basketball

teams have played some games. A
squash ladder being arranged and
interest has been shown in a soccer team. In addition, some members of the class are involved in
non-contact hockey. The Health
Sciences pub was well attended by
Meds '88. Our class displays a
healthy interest in social life, and
already one party has been given
by a member of the class. Everybody appreciates the fact that we
are actually going to get to know
each other well, unlike the situations some of us have experienced
in courses prior to medicine.
Although many of us have not yet
met with our mentor group, it
seems like a great opportunity to
further friendships with classmates and mentors.
Our impressions of frrst year
medicine so far have left us with a
positive attitude. We all have our
individual expections and hopefully, none have been dashed yet
Now that we are over the initial
euphoria we're fmding that medicine is enjoyable for its own sake.

"Now ifs your turn, Marek!"

Behind The Surgeon's Mask
An interview with Dr. Charles Drake
By K. Elswarthy Meds 1 B7
Dr. Charles G . Drake was born
in Windsor, Ontario in 1920 and
graduated from the F acuity of
Medicine at the University of
Western Ontario in 1944. He interned at Toronto General Hospital and did his neurosurgery residency with Dr. Kenneth McKenzie. In 1954 he returned to
U.W.O., Dept of Surgery as the
first neurosurgeon in the London
area. His career achievements have
been many, including the creation
oftheDept ofClinica!Neurological Sciences at U. W.O., to which he
was appointed the first Chairman
in 1969. Drake's reputation as
one of the world's top neurosurgeons is based largely on his remarkable contributions and skill
in aneurysm surgery. He has been
and still is a true pioneer in this
field
The Journal interviewed Dr.
Drake in July 1984 to try and gain
some understanding of the man
behind the surgeon's mask.

had never seen any brain operations. This is when I met Dr. Ke~
nethMcKenzie, aremarkableCanadian and Canada's first neurosurgeon I couldn't believe what I saw
him doing. I was fascinated. When
the chief resident, Dave Bowman

first pioneering case was a man
with an 'inoperable' lesion, yet it
looked operable to me. I went to
the post-mortem room and dissected a number of cadavers to work
out an approach The more I thought
about it, the more I thought it

Is it hard to convince
others that what you're doing is
valid? Is there lots of resistance
and competitiveness?
Drake: No, not in good surgery
circles. I think most surgeons are
Journal:

very honest Thaf s what Bottrell
told me when I was young; 'In the
game of surgery, you have to be so
honest that it hurts.' If you stick to
integrity people know and they'D
believe in you. You must never
pad your result or make misleading or indefinite statements because
the truth will come out in the end

How do you feel about
neurosurgery qs opposed to doing surgery on other parts of the
body?
Drake: I have some prejudice and

Journal:

Joumal: Do you remember your
first career aspirations?
Drake: I wanted to be a pilot or
lion tamer.

Journal: How did you become
interested in medicine?
Drake: I became interested in
medicine partly because of a Biology teacher named Fox who pro.
rooted medicine as a career. I had
no association with physicians.
Tbere were none in the family.

Once you were in medicine, how did you get interested
in neurology and neurosurgery?
Drake: During my junior rotating

Journal:

internship at Toronto General
I was actually interested in becoming an internist However, during my surgical rotation, I
was influenced by two residents,
Bruce Toby and Bill Bigelow.
Tbey had both just returned from
their units in Europe during WW
II to finish their training. I rapidly
became interested in surgery. I
applied and was accepted into the
Galley training program Up until
the last rotation, neurosurgery, I
Hosp~

If s part of the game to be curious,
to inquire and it doesn't have to
remain at the bench !eve~ in the
wet lab or on mice. There were
many uniquely human problems
that in those days had to be faced
surgically and there still are. Thaf s
what I call the 'spice of life'; to
match your wits with the disease
and disorder you face and also
with the surgeons who try to do the
same thing.
When you do something that you
think is worthwhile, it is important to present it before your peers
at some surgical meeting.

got an id reaction from the surgical
glove, I was left alone on the service. Of course, I became much
more deeply involved with Dr. McKenzie and the work. On the last
day of the service(! had been there
a month or two and was about to
go off with the army) Dr. McKe~
zie said to me in the elevator;
'Drake, did you enjoy the service?
and I said ' yessir'. He then asked;
' Are
you
interested
in
neurosurgery and I said ' yes sir'.
McKenzie said; 'Wei~ after the
war is over, come back and see
me, if you' re still interested' After that I had no other goal

Journal: To be a pioneer, you have

to believe in yourself How did
you become a pioneer in aneurysm surgery?
Drake: I encountered patients
with dreadfu~ difficult lesions. My

could be done. Interestingly, at
first the family refused But the
poor man had another hemorrhage and nearly died At this point,
the family was ready to try and it
worked out well Then I KNEW it
could be done - it would take some
work but it was possible. Ifl had
lost that case, I might have been
discouraged like other surgeons
and would have said that it couldn't
be done. You have to get one good
case under your belt

In medical school we
are trained to follow the status
quo, to do as others before us have
done. Howdidyougettothepoint
where you felt you could be innovative?
Drake: I became innovative l»

Journal:

cause there were human problems
to be solved, that weren't solved
and you just can't leave them lie.

some bias fve always called ne~
surgery ' the queen of surgery' l»
cause there's no other structure
that's so fragile, delicate, eloquent,
complex and about what we know
so little.

Do you think we will
ever understand the BRAIN?
Drake: Ifs so incredibly ccmplex.

Journal:

Ifs beyond my comprehension
that it will be understood One can
think of it as a complex computerlike system but there's something
far more than that I can understand movement, sensation, visioo
and hearing but those other complexities of the human condition emotion, affect, music - it would
be very difficult to understaro them
on a mechanistic basis, although I
suppooe they wiU be explained that
way in the end
Journal: Who was the most influential person in your career?
Drake: fve always said it was my

teachers. I trained under giants in

Toronto, Yale, U.K and in Europe. They were remarkable men.
You call them role models today. I
used to call them heroes. I think
you attempt to do what they did
and then add something to what
they did
Another person that rve enjoyed and has no doubt had some
influence on me is Henry Barnett
We were junior housemen when
we frrst got to know each other in
late 1943 at Toronto General He&
pital There was a kinship there
that has flourished into a real friendship. But I don't know what would
have happened if we hadn't both
been interested in the same system, he as a physician and I as a
surgeon. We trained together in
England Our families lived together because we were so poor. We
rented a house together- we talked
and argued and discussed It was
part of the early development of
my thinking about the nervous system and the organization of units
to deal with it
Journal: As advice to young

medical students, if you had to
pick someone to train under,
would you pick the best if you
could?
Drake: Oh yes, if you can't get
into that kind of intimate program
with him during your training, then
after your training go and see him

and work with him a little while.
That's usually possible. I always
believed in that, too, a student getting away from his own home base
and seeing what the rest of the
world is doing. at least in surgery.
Journal: Do you mean, out ofthe

country to get experience?
Drake: Usually out of the country. However, in New York you
can go across town to find another unit that should be looked at
You should see at least one other
major unit somewhere, for which
you have respect, preferably two
or three. I worked in London, Oxford, Edinborough and Stockhohn
Journal: When you were doing

that training did you have family
then, other commitments?
Drake: When I finished my training, Ruth and I had John, just a
little fellow. We managed - we
didn't have much money. I got a
fellowship to take me back and
forth across the Atlantic.
Journal: So you took your fam-

ily with you when you went
Drake: Yes.
Journal: How do you feel about

the "workaholic doctof' ie; a doctor who doesn't have many outside interests and lets his life be
completely involved in medicine?
Do you think it's healthy?
Drake: That depends on personalities. There are workaholics in

Executive
Travel
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all aspects oflife. Look at the business world Business is as fascinating to them as medicine and surgery is to us. That's one of the nice
things about medicine, it's such a
fascinating game that you want to
do it It's not a burden or irksome,
where you get up in the morning to
face another routine day. It's a day
of excitement somewhere ( probably) and, usually, reward One of
my friends told me: " What better
job could you have than to do
something you like every day and
get paid for it?" I look upon it, too,
not only as a business of trying to
help people, but the disease and
disorder itself is fascinating as a
phenomenon and as something to
try and alter. It's an intellectual
challenge.
Journal: People say you always

have time to stop and say hello.
Do you make it a point ofthat?
Drake: Well, fve always done
that At least I think I have. I wanted that for myself. To sit down and
talk about the problems. The stakes
are awfully high in this game. Still
much higher than other forms of
surgery which are now becoming
quite routine. Heart surgeons have
the heart lung machine now. They
can shut you off and lay the heart
on a platter to work on. We don' t
have that yet We have high risk
situations. r m always amazed at
the people who come here with
such godawful problems. You talk
to them about it, what the test results are, what you might be able
to do and what the problems might
be, the alternatives. The alternatives are usually barely or not acceptable and rm amazed at their
fortitutde; the way they go into a
marginal situation with a lot of
courage. It's not the surgeon who
has courage - it's the patient
Journal: Is it a gamble every

time?
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Drake: We' re taking a lot of the
gamble out of it, but it has been a
bit of a gamble. You solve the problems or seek solutions. I think
a lot of it is being brought up in
what the Americans call "the atmosphere of inquiry'' and I believe that to be very important in
medical schools. If we just go on
by rote, we' re nothing but a trade
school We don' t deserve to be
called a profession. rve defmed
professionals as those who know
what's important in the past and
present, who willingly teach those
who follow, gladly and freely and
who search for new ways to solve
the problems they face and who
continually brood about what they
have done and how it might be
better done. That's what a profes-

sional is. The tradesman, whether
he be a plumber or tinsmith, doesn' t think that way. He just does his
job. Some students have it and
some don' t Those who do have it
should, in my view, be nourished
and protected, and given the background that will enable them to
produce and that's the spice of it,
to add something to the game.
Journal: Do you think that the

medical program at Western encourages this sense of inquiry?
Drake: Yes, I think we have a
number of teachers who do. I
know only the Department of Surgery well There are some remarkable men. The man who' s just taken my job, of whom I think very
highly, has got a big future in surgery - John Duff. Peerless is another.
Some men that have an uncarmy
instinct to choose bright men who
have that bent to be curious. They
have it themselves and have the
instinct of choosing these people
and then producing them in their
own image. Like Dr. Haisten in
the Baltimore School of Surgery,
Dr. Cushing, Dr. Penfield and others. There is a whole school of
bright young minds emerging to be
the leaders whatever the game is.
They have some magic.
Journal: Do you feel that's hap-

pening around here too?
Drake: There are a few - they're
few and far between. We have our
share. If the elective system has
any value, it is to provide you with
the opportunity to associate, if you
can, with one of the people you
think has " made it'' in your
view.
Drake: One of the problems I see
is the reward system for the academic surgeon. He usually ends
up in some kind of restricted income situation within the system
He takes a penalty there. He and
his family see some of the features
ofPractice Street-large incomes,
houses, cottage, new car. And the
other factor is surgeon scholar
tends to be looked upon by the
profession, frrst of all, as not really
a surgeon- he' s a laboratory man
not a .surgeon. This is all very
false. The academic surgeon can
be every bit as good as and even
better technically than a surgeon
in private practice. He does make
a bit of a lonely choice when he
goes into academic surgery but he
has a far spicier life than the man
who does routine surgery every
day without much thought about
how he can modify a situation.
Some practice medicine as a technology not as a challenge.

Continued in December issue

(A portion of an informal
interview with Dr. P . .J. Fowler of
the U.W.O. Atheletic Injury Clinic)
Journal (RA. Zimmer): In general, what are some of the most
common injuries you see in
athletics, today'?
Dr. Fowler: When looking after
most athletes, regardless of the
sport, you have got to remember
that less than ~ of the injuries are
related to an acute episode. More
are related to chronic problems
from training or from the actual
sport I like to call these problems,
stress syndromes. They are also
sometimes called overuse, high
use or overstress syndromes. If
you take all the injuries that we see
in the Athletic Injury Clinic, at
least ~ of them are this stress syndrome. Anatomically, the most

popular area for stress syndromes
has to be in the knee joint, by
far.
The knee is quite vulnerable to
stress, producing such conditions
as the so-called " runner's knee".
This is usually caused by a patellar-femoral pain syndrome, which
is really tendonitis around the
knee. The knee is also the place for
common acute injuries, especially
ligamentous injuries involving the
anterior cruciates. These can go
on to be chronic problems for
athletes.
Of course, injuries are related to
the sport played Any of the
sports involving a lot of pivoting
and directional changes, tend to
Football injuries commonly deal with the knee.
Photo from Gazette file

Recreational running is the main source of stress syndromes.
Photo from Gazette file

produce anterior cruciate tears.
Basketball, football, soccer, and
volleyball illustrate this.
In skating sports, there is less
pivoting, therefore we see less
injuries related to the anterior
cruciates. In hockey, we are more
apt to see shoulder problems, such
as separated shoulders and dis.located ones.
The running sports still provide
us with the largest number of
patients. This is due in part to
chronic overuse, as well as the
shear number of people involved
More and more people are running as a fitness tool or as a training program for other sports.
Journal: What number of these
chronic sports injuries are preventable?
Dr. Fowler: Well, a lot of them
are preventable. When people
became more fitness conscious
with Participation in the early
'70s, most of the overuse injuries
we saw, were probably preventable. People are now becoming
better educated They are, at least,

doing some warm ups, and some
stretching Most people are buying proper equipment, including
proper shoes. So, chronic injuries
due to faulty equipment is becoming less common. When we first
started the injury clinic, we saw 2
stress syndromes for every acute
injury, and these were high school
students. Now, that's balancing
out to a I to 1 ratio. This means,
that a lot of these stress syndromes
are being prevented through education. There, still, could be more
prevented, however.
Proper preparations before physical activity is the key, now. It's
not as much a problem with equipment, because it's being made better and better. Also less people are
willing to use poor equipment
Now, nottoomany joggers will try
to run 70 miles per week in old
tennis shoes."
For those interested, the U. W.0.
Athletics Injury Clinic is open
during the school year, 3 times a
week, and is located in Thames
Hall on campus.
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abortion
is nat murder
by Robert K udlak, Meds '87
I content that abortion 12 weeks after conception, if there is agreement
between doctor and the woman involved, is an acceptable procedure.
It would seem that the whole argument of whether an abortion should
or should not be done comes down to the problem of deciding when a
fetus is indeed a human being or person. This problem does not lend
itself to being answered by any areas of scientific expertise; biologists,
physiologists and other scientists may prove that conception is the
moment DNA from both partners unites, and that at 5 weeks a
rudimentary thumb is detectable. But nowhere in the domain of
knowledge is there a scientific discipline that can give an answer to the
moral question " When is the fetus an actual human being?" A
reasonable proposal for this problem is in order.
A possible solution lies in what is called the brain-death theory: as long
as there has not been an irreparable cessation of brain function, the
person in question continues to exist, no matter what else has happened
to him. This brain-oriented concept of death implies a distinction
between human biological life and human personal life, and makes three
presuppositions:
I . Being a person involves more than vegetative life.
2. Merely vegetative like may have value, but it has no rights.
3. A sensory-motor organ such as the brain is a necessary condition for
the possibility of experience and action in the world.
Thus, in the absence of the possibility of brain function, one has the
absence of the possibility of personal life; that is, the person is dead.
The question remains: when has the fetus acquired all the properties
essential or necessary for beiog a human being? For when it has, it is a
human being. The science of neurology tells us that the memories and
habits which constitute a person are bound up with the structure of the
brain. Our experiences result in our memories and mental habits, and if
we have no brain or no working brain, we cannot have a living person;
the" individual" would be merely a mass of tissue. Brain wave activity is
the measure of a working brain, and if no brain wave activity exists, a
person is regarded as dead. In the same way, a fetus with no brain wave
activity cannot yet start to have experiences or memories and hence is
not yet a person.
I propose then, that the moment a fetus be judged human be when brain
wave activity can be first recorded. Brain wave activity in the human
organism is first evident at 12 weeks and this assertion is generally
agreed upon by physiologists. Again, the rationale for this proposal is
that human life is regarded as fmished when brain wave activity ceases;
so then, I propose that human life be taken as starting when brain wave
activity first begins.
Once brain wave activity has stopped it is virtually impossible to
restore it This irreversibility may open up my proposal to an objection:
a 12 week old fetus has yet to develop brain waves but will indeed
develop brain waves, while a brain damaged human with no reading has
virtually no hope for this. The point is that brain activity has not yet
started, and as such, a fetus less than 12 weeks old is not yet a human
being or person by this criterion. Even though the fetus has value as a
potential human being, this value cannot take priority over the mother's
rights. and abortion at this point, before 12 weeks, is allowable.

capital
injustice?
By R ene Martin, Meds '87
Recent events in the province of Ontario have, again, resulted in a plea
for the return of capital punishment Death sentences were banned in
Canada in 1976, and last invoked in 1962.
These recent events were, of course, the tragic killings of 3 Ontario
police officers, and the serious injury of four more. These incidents are
indeed tragic and repulsive. Predictably, the cry for the hangman's
noose is once again heard from various police associations, police chiefs
and scores of angry citizens. Politician, however, will not touch the
issue. Can there really be a public vote on the matter, or indeed should
there be one? That's another question. For now, the following are a few
items to consider on the matter of capital punishment
ITEM #I : Is capital punishment a deterrent to murder? There is no
credible reason to suggest that it would be. There are those who believe
that capital punishment should be returned to our judicial system and
put to the test
Historically, however, records show that Canada's murder rate per
I 00,000 was 2.15 times higher in 1978 than in 1962. On the other
hand, criminal homicides were on the rise at a slower rate than the rise in
any other crimes of violence. In 1962, the number of police officers
murdered in Canada was eleven. It has neve r been higher, yet the death
penalty was in use in 1962. In the U.S., the murder rate per I 00,000
inhabitants was 1.3 in the states with the death penalty, and 1.2 in those
without capital punishment
Furthermore, for a deterrent to be effective, it requires the would-be
murderer to logically consider the consequences before the homicide is
committed and decide not to carry through based on the overwhelmingly negative odds. The chances of getting away with murder are
slim due to extensive police investigation. Yet murders do happen with
about 50% due to domestic conflict, where a person's judgement is
impaired by passion, alcohol or drugs. This type of person doesn't
respond to logic or legal statistics.
Some people want selective capital punishment, specifically for the
murder of police officers on duty. If its such a great deterrent, why
should the police benefit from it solely. What about first degree murder
of an average citizen? We have to be consistent
Is the death penalty a deterrent to murder? I think not
ITEM #2 : Are a person's motives driven by a real belief that
vengance is not only " right", but is a right I think that vengance is the
main motive in murder and that makes one susceptible to becoming a
killer.
ITEM #3: Can we look to religion for the answer? Various religions
and cultures have differing views on the handling of crime. Canada is a
country made up of various religions and cultures, yet we must have one
law for the land. Christianity is the most widely accepted religion in this
country, but conflict arises among its members as well as secular
groups. Those in favour oflegal death will quote the Bible with " An eye
for an eye", while those opposed use " Thou shalt not kill".

ITEM #4: Is there such an entity as "criminally insane"? This is
another popular and important question. If you accept the answer
"yes", then do we eliminate such people with mental deficiencies or
disorders whose disturbed minds have driven them to kill now or in the
future.
What about people who kill "under the influence" of drugs or alcohol?
What about being under the influence of prescribed drugs; is the doctor
guilty by association?
What about "Pre-Menstrual Syndrome" , which has been blamed for
many acts of violence? What effects will deterrence have on these
people?
ITEM #5: Do you have enough faith in our justice system? Is it
foolproof? Would the right person be executed every time, and would
every murderer meet this fate?
In the past, it is clearly written that the system has broken down, from
time to time. People have admitted to a crime many years after some
innocent individual went to his untimely death at the hands of a vengeful
society which was in pursuit of justice!
ITEM #6: Is capital punishment really required as a means of
disposal of the criminal previously tried and found guilty beyond any
" reasonable doubt"? The old saying is " At least he won't kill again! ".
This is wrong because it is vengance, plain and simple. Make it harder
for the criminal to reenter society if he is a high risk, instead of knocking
him off. Overcrowding is often cited as an excuse to kill someone who is
a ward of the judicial system. This brings up the question of the " cost" of
such a human life.
ITEM #7: Should society put the life of a criminal up for cost
considerations, as it does for unsightly old buildings and other inanimate
objects around us? Many people would say " yes", that the cost was
more important Look at our lakes, wildlife and atmosphere. This seems
to illustrate this idea well. Should we put the " almighty dollar" before
any human life? Come on now.
Furthermore, for those interested in cost efficiency, the predictable
onslaught of appeals that would occur with the reinstatement of the
death penalty would be a massive draw on our already burdened justice
system.
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ITEM #8: If the matter were subject to the public vote, maybe the
question should be: " Would you be the hangman?"
And the discussion goes on! Personally all these items listed above
lead me to a NO vote in the issue of capital punishment
' There is one further point The most recent police shooting in Toronto
was particularity disturbing. ..but so was the public lynch mob's chants
of " Hang, Hang, Hang 'em!" Here was an 18 year old kid with an
apparently terrible obsession with guns and violence. He also exhibited
a distorted image of reality learned from the movie screen. Would the
threat of capital punishment be on his mind? Would he be able to
comprehend the consequences? Would he have cared? I've heard it
argued that this incident may have been prevented by the death penalty.
Maybe, but I would bet against it This kid was going into battle! There
would be a risk of death during the siege, much more than a later
"judicial murder" if caught alive. Yet, he went ahead with his perverted
fantasy in the same vein as John Hinkley's attempt on President
Reagan's life. If he wasn't killed by police, we would have to find him
psychologically unstable, not a premeditated murderer with complete
control of his faculties.
If we had to decide the young man' s fate, would we choose:
a) to pity the person?
b) to lock him up and forget about him?
c) to learn from the incident and try to prevent it from happening again?
d) to kill the person Uudicial murder or capital punishment)?
If you choose d) and you really care about what's going on around you,
particularity with regard to the value ofhuman life, maybe you should sit
down with your conscience and really reflect on what you have just
done, and seek other opinions. Think before you act! For if you chose
this answer, you have failed the test especially if you are involved in the
health profession. Such a person is supposedly concerned with the
preserving of life, not the taking of it
The capital punishment issue is only one of a series of life and death
questions that are important today. Abortion, euthanasia, aiding and
abetting suicide, human rights infringements, starvation, nuclear war
and many more issues are all closely related (much more than you
think).
I think it is time to seriously examine our personal, national and global
consciences. What do you think?

EDITOR'S NOTE: Since the submission of this letter, three other
police officers have been killed in Canada. The debate on reinstating
the death penalty is getting louder.
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helpful hints for those elusive marks :
approach 1 :DIRECT

" Now let' s discuss marks on my terms! "

approach 2: SUBTLE

" Oh Snookums, about those silly old marks ...."
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Fun by the Mighty Oak!

Oh No . .. . the Four Faced Mutant
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